
    
Team Meeting Minutes 8 

Meeting Details  

Date 2 July 2012 

Time 1930 

Venue  SIS GSR 2-3 

Meeting Called By  Vivian Koh  

Type of Meeting Internal Meeting  

Note Taker  Cheng Shuya  

Attendees  Cheng Shuya, Liao Kangya, Krisabelle Tee, Vivian Koh, Teo Jia Yi 

Absent with Apologies N.A 

 

Agenda Topics  

Topic Should we stick with play! Framework or change to another 
framework/ language? 
 

Background/Previous Conclusion  Started coding using Play! Framework 

Discussion  Difficulties faced with play! Framework:  

 Unable to display & retrieve results (Example: FB 
Authentication cannot display user’s information) 

 Unable to save data in the default database  

 New version of play; but tutorial is based on earlier 
version (1.0) 
 

Benefits of using Play:  

 Team had already spend weeks exploring Play! 
Framework  

 Database configuration is performed for us (required to 
understand how their codes work)  

 Validation is performed by play! (required to understand 
how their codes work)  

 Scalability  

 Attain to client’s requirements ( load balancing purpose) 

 Easy for debugging    
 

Disadvantage of using Play:  

 Tutorial is mainly addressing version 1.0 

 Team find it difficult to access the plugins  

 Find it difficult to display the view menu  
 

Alternatives/ Back-up Plan  

 Change framework/ Coding language   Look at the 
other frameworks that we had found during the research 
phrase - Struts & Spring Source  

- Spring Source: seems difficult; doubts we have 
sufficient time to learn and code all the planned 
function within the timeframe before acceptance. 

- Struts: might be a better option as compared to 
Spring; seems easier to understand  
 
 



    
 Code in PHP 

- Basic knowledge 
- Quite a lot of help/ tutorials provided online  
- Might be time consuming for us to learn another 

language now (Is it worth the risk?)  
 

 Abandon framework, just code using Java and MVC 
architecture  

- More tedious work required  
- Not much learning curve  
 

No. 
 

Action Items  
 

Person 
Responsible 
 

Deadline  

1. Email Prof Jason and client to seek their 
advice on the difficulties/ problems faced. 

Vivian Koh  3 July 2012  

2. Resolve all the current coding issues   All 8 July 2012  

Conclusion:  

 Every team member is tasked to pause all their current works and focus mainly on the 
coding by giving ourselves 1 weeks’ time to understand how the pages are process using 
play! And understand the coding syntax. 

 Mitigation plan: Code using PHP / Struts  
 

Meeting agenda for next meeting:  

 Discuss the difficulties faced with Play! Framework  is it possible for us to carry on 
using play!?  

 
Next team’s meeting will be held at SMU SIS GSR, on 7 July 2012 at 1930.  
 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 2126. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 
amendments reported in the next three days. 
 

Prepared By:  Cheng Shuya  Vetted By: Teo Jia Yi  

 


